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Market Overview The Hong Kong and mainland Chinese stocks were under pressure, after a 
US air strike that killed Iran’s top military commander. As a direct result 
of the geopolitical tensions in the Middle East, oil and gold surged last 
week and is set for a bumpy week ahead. China oil and gold companies 
rose, while, Chinese airlines tumble as crude nears eight-month high. 
Later this week, the China central bank will release Dec data on foreign 
reserves today and the statistics bureau is expected to post inflation 
numbers on Thur. 

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Hong Kong Retail  
HK retail sales declined 23.6% YoY in Nov 2019, slightly better than the 24.4% decline in Oct 2019. Luxury 
retail sales declined 44% YoY while supermarket sales rose 2.6% YoY. It is believed the mild sequential 
improvement was mainly driven by improving local consumption. Contribution from tourists remain weak, 
mainland Chinese tourist arrivals declined 58% YoY in Nov 2019, worse than Oct 2019’s 46% decline. 
 
Hong Kong Property 
SCMP reported that Louis Vuitton is considering closing its store at Wharf REIC’s (1997 HK) Times Square. 
This follows the report that Prada (1913 HK) decided to close its Russell Street store upon lease expiry in 
June 2020; even though the landlord (a private investor) offered a 44% rent cut. Market expects Chinese 
consumption reshoring is a structural headwind for Hong Kong retailers and landlord. Store closures are 
expected after the traditional peak season of Christmas and CNY.  

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Geely Auto (175 HK) 
Its 2019 total sales volume dropped 9% YoY to 1.361m, slightly exceeding its full-year target of 1.36m. It 
set its sales volume target for 2020 at 1.41m units, representing an increase of c.4% YoY growth, given 
prevailing uncertainties in China’s passenger vehicle market. In Dec 2019, sales volume rose 39% YoY to 
c.130k. Among these, 9,900 units were new energy and electrified vehicles. 
 
CNOOC (883 HK) 
Market expects CNOOC share price may rise if oil prices continue to gain ahead of an upcoming OPEC 
meeting in Vienna in March where there maybe another oil production output cut. Oil has already been 
rallying due to U.S.-Iran tensions and a previous OPEC production cut.  
 
Prudential (2378 HK) 
Its subsidiary, Prudential Vietnam, has entered into an exclusive bancassurance partnership with SeABank 
for a 20-year term. Prudential Vietnam will become the preferred life insurance provider to BRG Group, a 
leading conglomerate in Vietnam with c.10m customers. The partnership is expected to be effective from 
April 2020.   
 
New World Development (17 HK) 
Its overall property contracted sales in China amounted to c.RMB11.6b, accounting for 57% of RMB20b 
sales target of FY2020. The average selling price of overall residential contracted sales is c.RMB32,000/ 
sq.m.. Among the property contracted sales in 1HFY20, Southern China region was the largest 
contributor, accounting for 49%.  



 
CIFI (884 HK) 
Its 2019 aggregated contracted sales and contracted GFA amounted to c.RMB200.6b (+32%) and c.12m 
sq.m., respectively. Its contracted average selling price for 2019 was c.RMB16,700/sq.m. In full-year 
2019, the company has completed c.106% of its 2019 full-year sales target of RMB190b. 
 
COSL (2883 HK) 
Market believes the company is at the early stages of a multi-year growth cycle underpinned by rising 
domestic exploration and production spending. Market expects its business to pick up and earnings to 
surprise the market in 2020, on the back of higher operating volume and service mix upgrades in the well 
services segment a long with higher utilization for the drilling segment. 
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